MEMORANDUM – ADDENDUM NO. 1

To: Potential Vendors  
From: Cindy Clack  
Date: 5/3/2017  

The following questions have been submitted for RFB2017-7:

Questions:
1) Several of the roads have turn lanes on them. Will the contractor be patching, leveling and resurfacing the turn lanes? Yes
2) Will the contractor be required to mill and pave into side roads? Yes – at locations as directed by the County – bid item # 3 is set up for this.
3) Will the contractor be required to pave into driveways or can the contractor run the spreader gate out as they go by each driveway? Either way as long as the tie in is smooth and at an acceptable slope so cars won’t drag.
4) What will be the required cover up time for the milled surfaces? Mill depths no deeper than 1 ½” can be done while patching.
5) The Bankhead Hwy. end of Pearl Pentecost Rd. has a Railroad Crossing on it. Will the contractor be required to purchase Railroad Insurance and Railroad Flagmen for this road? No, this will not be in the Railroad Right of Way.
6) The SR-316 end of Kilcrease Rd. – Barrow Co. has a red light. Will the contractor be required to replace any traffic signal loops at this location? No
7) Please clarify how item #4 - Set Existing 6” GAB – Pinebrooke Rd. will be used. What work will Barrow Co. be performing - if any? Will Barrow Co. be supplying the GAB? Barrow County will supply additional G.A.B. if needed as stated in specifications.
8) What will be the allowed work hours for this project? 7am – 8pm – Mon-Sat.
9) Will the contractor be required to post mount the Advanced Warning Signs on each road or can these signs be placed on tripods? Tripods will be o.k.
10) The Typical Section for Shoulder filling states that the shoulder width will be 4’. Several shoulder locations are not 4’ wide. Will the contractor be required to make the shoulder 4’? Typical Section for shoulder filling states 4’ width or distance to shoulder point, whichever is the lesser with a minimum of 1’ required at all locations.
11) On Honeysuckle Terrace it states that the FDR will be primed. Will the prime also be sanded? Since Honeysuckle Terrace is a subdivision would Barrow Co. consider wet curing the FDR? Yes.
12) Will Barrow Co. handle performing the asphalt compaction test for this project or will the contractor? County will provide compaction testing.
13) Will the patches on each road be marked so the contractor can use a 6.5’ wide milling machine to remove the patch areas? Yes, County will mark patching as stated in specifications.